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    Let the binge eating & drinking start


    
     
    
        
        
    


    









Book Now
Website Only Benefits
   
               
	 Free WIFI 

	 Special Offer

	 Secure

	 Best Rate Guaranteed

	 Bonus Point

	Book Now and Get Priority Early Check-in
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                “First we eat, then we do everything else.” – M.F.K. Fisher


                

                    Dining experiences at Estrela Do Mar Beach Resort are all about exploring the culinary art. Our 2 restaurants- La Sana Vida and Lagoon are designed in such a way that guests can

                    unwind after a tiring day over their favourite cocktails with our signature delicacies. We also

                    have a separate kitchen for vegetarian food so that everyone has a delicious time combined

                    with live entertainment. 
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                                    La Sana Vida - For the love of indulgence


                                    

                                        Our fine dining restaurant in the heart of Goa is the talk

                                        of the town for its authentic cuisine and zesty ambience.

                                        The ornate high back chairs, canopies of drapes and beautiful

                                        chandeliers make it relaxing and the earthy tones make our guests want to

                                        come back again till the time they’re in Goa. 

                                        

                                        Our wide variety of premium pours, including wines and cocktails

                                        will help let your hair down and unwind in the most stylish and

                                        contemporary place. 
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                                    Izzipizzi


                                    

                                    Nestled in beautiful Goa, Izzipizzi is a blend of serene tropical vibes and modern flair. Its poolside cafe sprawls across 3500 sq. ft, merging classic charm with a chic atmosphere.

                                    From its high-quality materials to its luxurious feel, Izzipizzi offers an exclusive experience that bridges mid-range comfort with lavish indulgence.

                                    Discover a haven where old meets new, beckoning you to experience its unique allure firsthand.
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                                    The Laughing Tiger


                                    

                                    
                                        Introducing The Laughing Tiger Bar, an extraordinary addition to Goa's vibrant social landscape.
                                        
                                        Situated in the heart of this coastal haven, The Laughing Tiger Bar promises to revolutionize the nightlife experience with its distinctive fusion of contemporary flair, immersive ambiance, and unrivaled hospitality.
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                                    MAKE EACH MOUTHFUL A CELEBRATION.


                                    Whether you're joining us for an indulgent breakfast,

                                            traditional afternoon tea with a continental twist or an intimate three-course dinner under the stars,

                                             no request is too great and no detail too small. Browse through a wel
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                                    MAKE EACH MOUTHFUL A CELEBRATION.


                                    Whether you're joining us for an indulgent breakfast,

                                            traditional afternoon tea with a continental twist or an intimate three-course dinner under the stars,

                                             no request is too great and no detail too small. Browse through a wel
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                    Estrela Do Mar Beach Resort Khobra Vaddo Calangute Bardez-Goa 403516 
Landmark: Road Opp To Our Lady Of Piety Chapel

                

                
                     Contact Us
                     
                    Phone: 
                    +91 80555 01234
                    

                     
                    sales@estrelahotels.com
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                    © Copyright , Estrela Hotels. 
                    All rights reserved. 
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